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Why did FAO look at public policies 
encouraging wood use in construction ?

✓ Among ACSFI goals :

The Committee shall advise FAO 
Director-General on FAO’s programme
in the field of

“sustainable production and 
consumption of forest industry 
products, and on consistent  
support on related policy work
and regulatory matters.”

✓ Priority item for ACSFI members in 
a context of “Building back better 
after Covid19 crisis”
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Our cities may
look like this :
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But they often
look like that :

According to UN-World Urbanization 
Prospects (2018) , there will be

2,5 billion new city dwellers
on Earth by 2050

(90% of this increase in Asia and Africa).

Will they live in concrete and steel 
or in wood-framed housing ?



Reminder : wood is not rare on Earth !
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Forests : 4 billion ha (FAO FRA 2020)
Renewable wood growing stock : 557 000 million m3 (FRA 2020)
Wood harvest 2018 : 3 971 million m3
(FAO, Global Forest Products Facts&Figures 2018)
Wood used as material : 2 028 million m3 (51%)
Wood used as energy in first and unique use : 1 943 millions m3 (49%)

Nearly 1 billion m3 wood (1/4 of wood harvest) 
Used to produce 493 Mm3 sawnwood (2018), mainly for construction



High technology engineered wood products
(glulam, CLT, …) of high strength to weight
ratio, can be used for off-site fabrication, 
leading to rapid erection of tall wood-framed 
constructions, made of prefabricated 
compounds assembled on site.
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Major innovations now allow high-rise
wood-framed buildings to be constructed
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How can public policies encourage 
greater wood use in construction ?

1) Promote advantages of wood as building material :

✓ Renewable and produced with reduced environmental footprint

✓ Made of carbon removed from the atmosphere and substitutable

for materials whose production is fossil carbon intensive 

✓ High mechanical properties in particular through engineered

wood products. Flexible and resilient in seismic areas

✓ Strong thermal insulation properties contributing to reduced

energy consumption for heating/cooling of buildings

✓ Effective in terms of fire safety as it chars slowly

✓ High potential for off-site fabrication and quick building

✓ At end-use, wood compounds can be recycled
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How can public policies encourage 
greater wood use in construction ?

2) Promote benefits of wood for inhabitants’ well-being:

✓ Wood in housing generates well-being positive feelings

✓ In urbanized context, humans feel that they keep in touch

with nature through wood presence in their home

✓ In schools and offices, exposure to wood has been shown to 

lead to higher levels of well-being, concentration, learning, 

productivity, satisfaction and to reduced sick leaves

✓ Wooden cities are said to have a warmer aesthetic.
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Which important challenges may be addressed
in wood encouragement public policies ?

✓ Update regulations and standards (building codes) for 

extended use of wood in all construction types

✓ Encourage training for wood sector companies, architects

and construction sector companies on wood use, including

regulations and standards

✓ Support research, development and innovation in order

to overcome technical hurdles

✓ Facilitate innovative use of wood in public buildings, in order

to achieve reference buildings for the construction sector

✓ Address harsh competition with other materials, 

highlighting sustainability advantages of wood
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WEP are very diverse and can target both public and private

sectors. Though identified in 11 OECD countries, lessons learned

may interest all countries with forests and wood resources.

Developed at national, regional or local level,

they are formulated and tailored to meet specific goals :

✓ promote the use of wood as a building material (Canada, Australia, 

Finland, through communication, public procurement, …);

✓ support local forest industries (New-Zealand, Germany, Wales)

✓ encourage sustainable development in construction sector

(Japan’s Timber Manufactruring Improvement Plan)

✓ contribute to climate change mitigation

(Scotland’s climate change plan)

An overview of diverse wood
encouragement policies
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An overview of diverse wood
encouragement policies

✓ Swedish municipality of Växjö implements a wood-building 

strategy since 2005, where public land is sold to developers with

mandatory requirements for wood-based construction. By 2020, 

50% of new buildings will have to be wood-based. The strategy

includes a partnership with industries and university, to find

effective solutions for innovative wood construction.

✓ Rotorua (New-Zealand) advocates wood use from local forest

industry.

✓ Freiburg (Germany) has a dedicated policy to wood use in the 

private sector (shall be locally sourced and sustainably certified).
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✓ In Canada, British Columbia and its municipalities implement a 

Wood-First Act since 2009. In addition, the Tall Wood Building 

Demonstration Initiative of Canada (2013-2017) supported two

demonstration projects, including the 18 storeyed wood-framed

« Brock Commons » in Vancouver/University of British Columbia. It 

was built in only ten weeks, using prefabricated wood compounds.

✓ Québec’s Wood Charter makes it compulsory for municipalities to 

compare different scenarios with at least one using wood as main 

material and to rank the different projects according to their low-

carbon-emissions balance sheet, based on a standard methodology 

defined by wood institute Cécobois.

An overview of diverse wood
encouragement policies
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✓ Australia spread wood encouragement policies at local 

government level through the support of an environmental 

foundation, PlanetArk and its “Make it Wood” campaign. Councils 

and states are encouraged and supported to adopt a WEP based 

on a pro forma policy. 

Since 2014, 22 authorities have adopted such policies.

✓ France launched a national competition for high-rise wood-based 

buildings (ADIVBOIS). 13 sites were selected throughout the 

country, where to build 48 demonstrative projects.

✓ Germany does not unilaterally promote any specific building 

material, but promotes wood as a climate- and environmentally-

friendly resource through programmes and projects, awareness 

raising and the provision of consumer information.

An overview of diverse wood
encouragement policies (WEP)
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WEP can create a major stimulus to insert more 
wood and more carbon storage in greener cities

▸ Flagship buildings can have a ripple effect and 
contribute to policy objectives such as climate change 
mitigation, reduced carbon footprint, reduced production of 
waste, reduced energy consumption, rural development, 
sustainable wood circular bioeconomy rise, …

▸ WEP can stimulate economic development of forest 
industries, encouraging the rise of value-adding products

▸ WEP can improve people’s education and awareness of 
benefits from wood use in construction.
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Wood encouragement policies can create
a major stimulus to insert more wood and 
more carbon storage in greener cities

▸ Wood is an abundant renewable 
natural resource, that can bring to 
mankind invaluable benefits when 
coming from sustainably managed 
forests or from circular economy.

▸ Moving from fossil-resource-based 
urbanization to sustainable cities 
will be facilitated by increased use of 
sustainable wood in construction.
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LET’S 
MAKE

the

WORLDgo

WOOD ! 
…  

ROUND THANK YOU FOR YOUR 
ATTENTION !

pierre.bouillon@fao.org
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